
Award winning fiction at the Nichols Library 

Coming soon to the Nichols Library in Center Harbor:  this year’s Man-Booker Prize Winner, Luminaries 

by Eleanor Catton.  Since 1969, The Man Booker promotes  ”the finest in fiction by rewarding the best 

novel of the year written by a citizen of the United Kingdom.”   Judges are chosen from a wide range of 

disciplines, including critics, writers and academics, but also poets, politicians and actors, all with a 

passion for quality fiction.   For more on this year’s winner and other recent fiction of note, read on.  

Luminaries by Eleanor Catton.  When Walter Moody arrives on a "wild shard of the Coast"--that of the 

then-remote South Island--in late January 1866, he discovers that strange doings are afoot: A local 

worthy has disappeared, a local belle de nuit has tried to do herself in, the town drunk turns out to 

possess a fortune against all odds, and the whole town is mumbling, murmuring and whispering mystery 

piles atop mystery.  Author Catton “blends elements of Victorian adventure tale, ghost story, detective 

procedural à la The Moonstone and shaggy dog tale to produce a postmodern tale.”  Catton has built a 

lively parody of a 19th-century novel, and in so doing created a novel for the 21st, something utterly 

new. 

Last year’s winner, Julian Barnes (The Sense of an Ending) turns to memoir in his latest publication, 

Levels of Life.  The unexpected death of Barnes’s wife, literary agent Pat Kavanagh, in 2008 left him 

feeling flattened and suicidal.   In Levels of Life, Banres offers  a “fascinating discourse on love and 

sorrow [in which he is] simultaneously wise, funny and devastating.  He  questions assumptions about 

death and mourning, loss and memory, and he grapples eloquently with the ultimate moral conundrum: 

how to live?     

We are All Water by Pushcart Prize winner Wally Lamb works the same magic as his 1992 Oprah-

anointed breakthrough, She’s Come Undone, capturing a snapshot of modern life through the lens of a 

family faced with jarring news.    As the novel opens, Annie Oh, wife mother and artist, has thrown 

everyone into turmoil by leaving Orion for her chic, sophisticated art dealer, Viveca.  As the story 

progresses, the layers are peeld back and, bit by bit, the family secrets are revealed. “It’s a sign of a good 

novel when the reader slowly savors the final chapters, both eager to discover the ending and dreading 

saying goodbye to the characters.” 

The Lowlands by Pulitzer-prize winning author Jhumpa Lahiri is the story of two brothers in India who 

have chosen different paths.   The elder Subhash is cautious, not prone to taking any risk; his younger 

brother Udayan, is rash and impetuous. As adutls,  Subhash moves to America to pursue his education 

and an academic career in scientific research, while Udayan becomes increasingly and clandestinely 

involved in Indian radical militancy. 

In Sycamore Row,  John Grisham returns to his character Jack Brigance (Time to Kill) for another 

Southern courtroom drama. In this story, Brigance must defend a handwritten will that disinherits family 

in favor of an unlikely beneficiary.  

In Identical by Scott Turrow,  Paul Giannis, seems destined to become the mayor of Kindle County. 

However, meanwhile, his identical twin Cass has just been released from prison for the homicide 25 



years after pleading guilty to the murder of his girlfriend.   When  an ex-FBI agent   and a private 

investigator Tim reinvestigation of the girl’s death, a complex web of murder  and betrayal.  

 


